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First of all, remove the headlights and the clear round plates on frog lights
For the red circle area, leave one round plate on each side
Take the following lighting part ready
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Install the lighting parts, remove the tiles to put the wires in between the studs

Restore the tiles, for the connector put it through the hole
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Remove the siren lights and take the following lighting part (the grey bottom one
with 3 blue 2x2 round plates)

Remove the parts from the original parts and move them to the light



Install the lights on the top first, make sure the direction of connector is correct
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Take the slope away to pull the blue round plate to the side mirror position



Install the lights, pull the wire down to the same place as the previous part
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Take the following lighting part, remove the original part from the model



Restore the parts removed, the connectors are place inside the car
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Take this lighting parts to install inside the car
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Install the grey plate above the drive seat
Then install the rest black plates at the back
*If you feel difficult to install you may remove the top of the car
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Now it’s turn for the rear lights, take the rear bumper out, detach as shown
Remove the clear red parts from the car and leave the 1x1 plates

Combine the lighting parts with the grey parts, pass the lighting cones
through the holes
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Restore the parts to the plate, split the bricks as shown
Then put the wire in between the studs of the plate

Put one side of the brick on and arrange the wire for other side
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Then restore the other brick

Now remove the back door the install the black lighting plate
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Put the wire in between 2 joints for the door
Then install the black plate
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Take the blue siren lights off, remove the parts to put on the lighting parts

Install the siren light first, lift the white part in middle to hide the wire underneath
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For the connector, pull it inside the car through here

Now collect 3 connectors to the back to connect with power
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Connect by battery case, place it as shown

Connect by USB, pull it through the bottom
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For the connectors at front, the battery case can be place under the seat

For the USB cable, can clip the wire by the slope


